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DIVISION OF JOURNALISM

The staff of the Division of Journalism for 1943-44 consisted of Chilton R. Bush, professor; Mitchell V. Charnley (University of Minnesota), acting professor (summer); Barton J. Ballard, acting assistant professor (autumn and spring); Edwin P. Gerth (spring) and James C. Nute (winter and spring), lecturers.

Class enrollment, exclusive of practice courses, was 240 and the number of bachelor's degrees granted was 15. This represents a decline from the previous year in enrollment, due to the elimination of offerings, but is approximately the same size graduating class.

Only two of the graduates were men. Exclusive of those who went into the Army and WAVES, the graduates were employed by the United Press, the Ladies' Home Journal, the Honolulu Star-Bulletin, the San Francisco News, the San Marino Tribune, McGraw-Hill Publishing Company, the Implement Record, the Stanford Alumni Review, McCann-Erickson, Inc., and Ruthrauf and Ryan, the latter two being advertising agencies.

The Division sponsored the twentieth annual convention of the Central California Scholastic Press Association in October and, with the California Newspaper Publishers Association, the seventh annual Midyear Editors' Conference. The latter was the most successful and the largest in attendance since the Division began sponsoring the conferences.

Mr. Bush retired in December as president of the American Association of Schools and Departments of Journalism, but continues as a member of the National Council on Research of which he is a former chairman. In January he served as chairman and technical director of a Committee on Planning in Portland which was sponsored by the Henry J. Kaiser interests, the City of Portland, the Chamber of Commerce, and the Labor Council. He lectured to the European Area and Language (9-L) in autumn and winter quarters.

Mr. Bush was director of publicity in autumn, winter, and spring quarters, and was a member of the following committees: Executive Committee of the School of Social Sciences; Public Exercises; Athletics (Men); Radio; the Stanford Fund's Committee on Annual Appeal; the Alumni Association's Committee on Publications (chairman); and two special committees.

Mr. Weigle was relieved from teaching for the current academic year to handle publicity in the office of the General Secretary.
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Presidential address to American association of schools and Departments of journalism; Journalism quarterly, 21:94-95, March, 1944.
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The movement for municipal home rule in St. Louis, Columbia, University of Missouri, 1943. 158 p. (Missouri. University. The University of Missouri studies, v. 18, no. 3).


// Deceased, November 9, 1945.